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hm93 Align

The refined proportions of Chipperfield’s 
modular hm93 design with its distinctive inset 
backrest positions, combine a dynamic and 
well-defined aesthetic with a high level of 
comfort. The range comprises one, two and 
three seat units, together with left- and right-
handed chaise-longues and daybeds to allow 
the configuration of corner arrangements. The 
collection includes a generously proportioned 
double-fronted seating unit with the option of 
either straight or staggered backs, and a low 
coffee table.

For more information, click here.

hm93b 2-seat sofa, e 2-seat with arm and k table

Founded in 1984, David Chipperfield Architects 
serves an impressive client list through offices 
in London, Berlin, Milan and Shanghai. Working 
throughout Europe, the USA and China, notable 
projects include the Museum of Modern 
Literature in Marbach, the America’s Cup 
Building in Valencia, Des Moines Public Library, 
Barcelona’s City of Justice and the Neues 
Museum in Berlin.

The winner of numerous international awards 
including two-times winner of the RIBA Stirling 
Prize, Sir David Chipperfield CBE was awarded 
the RIBA Royal Gold Medal for Architecture 
in recognition of his lifetime’s work. Designed 
originally for a private client, hm991 was 
launched in 1999; hm93 was developed in 2007.

https://www.hitchmylius.co.uk/designer/sir-david-chipperfield/
https://www.hitchmylius.co.uk/product_ranges/hm93-align/


hm93a, b, f and j sofas and benches with k 
table, hm18j2 sofas and hm51a stools



hm93b, d, e and j sofas and benches



hm93h benches with hm86a swivel chairs



hm93e sofa

hm93j bench

hm93b sofa

hm93f chaise longue
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Showroom
2nd floor
12 Greenhill Rents
London EC1M 6BN

Factory and HQ
Alma House
301 Alma Road
Enfield EN3 7BB
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